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This paper presents a generalization of the mod p Steenrod algebra A*, to G-equivariant 
cohomology theory for a finite group G. The coefficient ring employed for this generalization is 
an arbitrary minimal Mackey functor field 9; these coefficients are the proper analogues in 
equivariant cohomology to finite fields in non-equivariant cohomology. The equivariant Steenrod 
algebra graded on the real representation ring RO(G) is then defined as HS*HS, where HF 
denotes the Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum associated to R In this paper it is shown that the 
computation of Hb*H9 reduces to that of the integer graded non-equivariant cohomology ring 
HF*HF, where F is some Galois extension of the finite field H/p. This reduction is such that the 
bimodule and Hopf algebra structures of H9* H9 over P*( H4) can be derived from the bimodule 
and Hopf algebra structures of HF* HF over n.+( HF). Therefore, to complete the computation, 
a description of the bimodule and Hopf algebra structures on HF*HF in terms of the structures 
on A* and Hom(F, F) is included. Throughout the paper a parallel consideration is also given 
to the duals of these structures. 
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0. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group. The first step in generalizing the Steenrod algebra to 
equivariant cohomology theory is to find the proper analogue for Z/p as a coefficient 
ring. Since any coefficient system for an equivariant ordinary cohomology or 
homology theory must be a Mackey functor, the proper choice of a coefficient system 
for the generalized Steenrod algebra should be the Mackey functor analogue of a 
finite field. A detailed description of Mackey functors is given by Dress [6]. An 
alternative description of these functors is given in [ 121 by Lindner. Using the later 
description, a systematic study of Mackey functors is provided by Lewis, where he 
* This work was carried out by the author as part of her thesis under the supervision of L.G. Lewis 
Jr. at Syracuse University. 
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has identified Mackey functor fields which are the analogues of finite fields [ll]. 
Their distinguishing feature is that the category of Mackey functor modules over a 
Mackey functor field has homological dimension zero. Thus, using Mackey functor 
field coefficients for equivariant ordinary cohomology provides the same sim- 
plifications in homological algebra that finite field coefficients provide in the non- 
equivariant context. 
Let 9 be such a Mackey functor field and H9 be its associated equivariant 
Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. Then the equivariant Steenrod algebra is defined to 
be Hs”(H9) and its dual is defined to be H$.+(H9). As always in equivariant 
homology and cohomology, we regard these objects as RO( G)-graded and Mackey 
functor valued. The equivariant Steenrod algebra and its dual are r,( H9) bimodules 
in the cateogry of Mackey functors. In contrast with what we are accustomed to in 
the non-equivariant context, the left and right actions of x.+(H~) on H9*(H9) 
and H%.,+(H9) are distinct. Thus, to describe the structure of H$*(H9) and 
H9’.+(H9), we generalize the concept of a Hopf algebra to what we call a Hopf 
ulgebroid. The RO( G)-graded Mackey functors H9*( H9) and H9.+( H9) are then 
dual Hopf algebroids over the ground ring rTT*( H9). 
The next step in generalizing the Steenrod algebra is the computation of H9*( H9) 
and H@*(Hs). There is a general procedure for reducing the computation of the 
equivariant homology or cohomology with 9 coefficients of any G-spectrum to the 
computation of certain non-equivariant ordinary homology and cohomology groups 
[ 10, 141. Applied to the equivariant Steenrod algebra and its dual, this method 
reduces their computations to that of computing the integer graded non-equivariant 
cohomology ring HF*( HF) and its dual HF,(HF), where F is a certain Galois 
extension of the field Z/p. In some cases, one must also identify a specific 
homomorphism from RO( G) to the group Hom( W, Z/2), where W is a certain 
subquotient of G. This reduction is such that the bimodule and Hopf algebroid 
structures of H9*( H9) and H9*( H9) over rTT*( H9) can be derived from analogous 
structures on HF*( HF) and HF,( HF) over rr,( HF). The Cartan formula holds 
for HF*( HF) and corresponds to the Cartan formula for H$*( H9). The Adem 
relations generalize trivially to HF*(HF) and thus describe all the relations on 
H9*( H.9). 
The bimodule, algebra, and coalgebra structures on HF*( HF) and HF,( HF) are 
particular forms of those given in [2, 5, 181. Again, the left and right actions of 
r.,+( HF) = F on HF*( HF) and HFJHF) are distinct so that HF*(HF) and 
HF,(HF) are Hopf algebroids, not Hopf algebras. Via the obvious isomorphisms 
relating HF*( HF) to A*@Hom(F, F) and IfF,( HF) to A,OFO F, the Hopf 
algebroid structures on HF*(HF) and HF,(HF) are easily described in terms of 
the usual Hopf algebra structures on A* and A, and very simple Hopf algebroid 
structures on Hom(F, F) and FO F. 
This paper is organized as follows. The basic properties of Mackey functors and 
in particular Mackey functor fields are described in the first section. The second 
section classifies the minimal mod p Mackey functor fields. A review of equivariant 
ordinary cohomology and homology theories is given in the third section. This 
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section also deals with the problem of reducing the computations in equivariant 
theory to those in non-equivariant theory. The fourth section introduces the 
equivariant Steenrod algebra and its dual together with all their algebraic structures, 
and also shows that the structures on the equivariant Steenrod algebra and its dual 
can be derived from those on HF”(HF) and its dual. The last section relates the 
structures of HF”( HF) and HF,( HF) to those of A*@ Hom( F, F) and A,@ F@ F. 
1. Mackey functor fields 
In this section, we summarize the results from [ll], which is unpublished, on 
Mackey functors and especially Mackey functor fields that will be needed. 
In order to describe the Burnside category B and define Mackey functors, we 
?. 
introduce the following notations. Let G be the category of finite G-sets and G-maps 
for the fixed finite group G. Let (a, b) denote the set of G-maps between the finite 
G-sets a and b, and a 0~ b indicate that there is a map of G-sets from a to b. If 14, 
K are subgroups of G such that H < K, let NKH denote the normalizer of H in 
K and W,H denote the Weyl group N,H/H. Also let the class of subgroups of 
K conjugate to H in K be denoted by [HIK and if H, LS K, then let [HIK s [LIK 
indicate that H is subconjugate to L in K. All subscripts in the above notations are 
dropped in case K = G. Finally, let lK denote the K-set K/K, and 1 denote the 
G-set G/G. 
The Burnside category B will be obtained by the Grothendieck construction from 
A 
the category B’ of spans of 6. The objects of B’ are the objects of G. The morphisms 
of Bt from a to b are the equivalence classes (fi,fi) of diagrams a L c s b where 
f,:cjaandf,:c~baremapsin~,andaLc~bisequivalenttoaLd~b, 
if and only if there is an isomorphism B : c + d such that g,O =f, and g,O =f2. The 
composition of two maps (f,,fJ : a -+ b and (h,, h,) : b + u in Bt is given by 
(f, h, hJ) : a - u as illustrated in the diagram 
a 
where the square is a pullback. We call the maps of the form c z c L b the restriction 
maps, denoting them generally by r, and of the form a c c 2 c the transfer maps, 
denoting them by t. The empty G-set CD is both an initial and terminal object for 
Bf, and if one defines a + b to be the disjoint union of G-sets, then a + b is both 
the coproduct and the product of a and b in B+. Consequently, the horn sets of 
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Bt are abelian monoids. Now, applying the Grothendieck construction to the horn 
sets of B+, we obtain the Burnside category B from B+. The objects of B are the 
objects of B+ and horn sets of B are the abelian groups whose elements are formal 
differences of morphisms of B+. The empty G-set 0 is the zero object and a + b is 
also the biproduct of a and 6 in B. The set of morphisms in B from a to b is 
denoted by [a, b]. There is an obvious functor D : B -+ BoP which is the identity on 
objects and sends f: a &-c 5 b to Df: b g c -% a. If a and b are G-sets, a x b 
denotes their Cartesian product. Note that the Cartesian product is not the categorical 
product in B. For any a, b and c in B, there is a natural isomorphism [a x b, c] = 
[a, Db x c] which implies that B is a symmetric monoidal closed category. 
Definition 1.1. A Mackey jiunctor ,dd is a contravariant additive functor from the 
Burnside category B to the category of abelian groups Ab. 
Definition 1.2. For any b E B, we define J& to be the Mackey functor with value, 
J&,(X) = _&(/I XX) at x E B, and &, to be the representable functor J&~(X) = [x, b]. 
In particular, &, = d is the Burnside ring Mackey functor whose value at G/H is 
the Burnside ring A(H) of H. 
We denote the category of Mackey functors by M. It is an abelian category and 
the symmetric monoidal structure on B induces a symmetric monoidal closed 
structure on M. Thus we have a tensor product-like construction q : M x M + M 
defined as 
I 
a,b 
“42 0 X(c) := ~(a)OX(b)O[c, a x bl, 
where a, b, c E B (see coends in [ 131). 
Note that, the Burnside ring Mackey functor ~4 is the unit for the box product 
0. The functor -CiX has a right adjoint ~(JV, -). Here the underbar indicates 
that the horn object is a Mackey functor. 
Definition 1.3. For any JU, JVE M, we let -(J%, ..V) be the Mackey functor whose 
value at b E B is 
m(.& N)(b) = Nat trans(.& ,Irh) = hom(A(a), Nb(a)), 
a 
The box product 0 provides us with the following Mackey functor structures. 
Definition 1.4. A Mackey functor ring (or a Green functor) 9 consists of a Mackey 
functor 52 together with maps l+/, : sd - 92 and 4 : 22 0 92 * 3 such that the follow- 
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ing diagrams commute: 
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The Mackey functor ring 92 is commutative if the diagram 
commutes where T is the twisting isomorphism. Since &II 4 = &, the Burnside 
Mackey functor ring ~2 is an example of a commutative Mackey functor ring. 
In our work, we will only deal with commutative Mackey functor rings, and 
therefore from now on, the term Mackey functor ring will always indicate a commuta- 
tive one. 
Definition 1.5. An %!-Mackey functor module over a Mackey functor ring 92 consists 
of a Mackey functor & together with an action map 5: 920 JO! + Ju making the 
obvious diagrams commute. 
The relation between Mackey functor rings and modules, and ordinary rings and 
modules is that if 92 is a Mackey functor ring and ~!4 is a Mackey functor module 
over 3, then for any b E B, %!( 6) is a ring and Ju( b) is a module over 92(b). 
A Mackey functor submodule K of .& is a subfunctor (i.e. N(a) c A( a), Vu E B) 
closed under the action of 3. Note that, any Mackey functor ~2 is a Mackey functor 
module over the Burnside ring &, via the unit isomorphism &O J!I = 4. 
A Mackey functor ideal is a Mackey functor submodule of 92 considered as a 
Mackey functor module over itself. Homomorphisms of Mackey functor rings and 
Mackey functor modules are maps of Mackey functors satisfying the expected 
diagrams. Some concepts in ring theory translate to Mackey functor rings. In 
particular, we have the following definition. 
Definition 1.6. A Mackey functorjeld is a non-zero commutative Mackey functor 
ring with no non-trivial Mackey functor ideals. 
Remark 1.7. The definition of a Mackey functor field as given above implies the 
following properties of a Mackey functor field: 
(1) For any b E B, if 9(b) # 0, then the restriction map 9+ 9b is a 
monomorphism. 
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(2) For any b E B, if 9(b) f 0, then the map S,, ---z 9 induced by 1 + b is an 
epimorphism. 
(3) For any non-zero x E B, multiplication by x gives an injective map 5 --) S,, 
and a surjective map Sb + 9. 
Note that property (3) of a Mackey functor field 9 given in the above remark 
implies that 9( 1) is a field. In general, however, .9(b) need not be a field. 
By property (1) in Remark 1.7, we know that if 9( G/H) # 0, then 9-2 9G,H is 
injective. Also by examining the orbit structure of G/H x G/K, we conclude that 
there is a subgroup H of G, unique up to conjugacy, for which 9-+ SGIH is injective 
and 9(G/K) = 0 unless [H] s [K]. This property of a Mackey functor field is 
actually shared by many other Mackey functors and therefore we introduce the 
following definition. 
Definition 1.8. A Mackey functor J/I! is H-characteristic if there is a subgroup H of 
G, called the characteristic subgroup, such that the map JX -+ J&/H induced from 
the transfer 1 + G/H is injective and Jll( G/ K) = 0 unless [H] s [K]. In particular, 
J4 is e-characteristic if the characteristic subgroup H is the trivial subgroup {e}. 
To further understand the consequences of property (2) in Remark 1.7, we use 
induction theorems. Basically an induction theorem for a Mackey functor .4 indi- 
cates that there is an element b E B such that all the values of .4 can be determined 
by the values &(a) for a CC b in B. The basic types of induction are given below. 
Definition 1.9. For b E B, and J&? E M, we say: 
(1) Jcz satisfies b-injective induction if the diagram A + J&, =Z JI&~,, obtained 
from bxbsb * 1 in G is an equalizer diagram. The two maps from b x b---f b 
are the projections onto the first and second components. 
(2) M is b-projective if the map _&, * J!Z induced from the transfer map 1 + b 
is a split surjection. 
(3) ~!4 is b-injective if the map Ju --+ A,, induced from the restriction map b + 1 
is a split injection. 
By examining the decomposition of c x b and c x b x b into orbits, one can see 
that if _& satisfies b-injective induction, then the value of JII at any c E B is determined 
by the values A(a) for a 0~ b. Therefore, if an H-characteristic Mackey functor also 
satifies G/H-injective induction, then all of its values can be easily computed. 
Definition 1.10. Let J% be a Mackey functor in M, then .4 is H-determined if it is 
H-characteristic and satisfies G/ H-injective induction. 
To relate the three types of induction, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.11. (1) For b E B, a Mackey functor -44 is b-projective if and only if it is 
b-injective. 
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(2) If a Mackey functor A is b-projective for some b E B, then it satisjes b-injective 
induction. 
(3) If 9. is a Mackey functor ring, then 92 is b-projective if and only if every Mackey 
functor module .& over .% is also b-projective. 
(4) If 92 is a Mackey functor ring, then 2 is b-projective if and only if the transfer 
map %T (b) + !ZA! (1) is surjective. 
(5) If 9 is a Mackey functor field such that S(b) # 0, then any Mackey functor 
module over 9 is b-projective. 
Note that a Mackey functor field and all its Mackey functor modules satisfy all 
forms of induction and are H-determined for some subgroup H. 
For any subgroup H of G, the set of maps (G/H, G/H) is isomorphic to the 
Weyl group WH [4]. Therefore for any Mackey functor A, JZZ(G/H) has a WH- 
action. Consequently, evaluation at G/H gives a forgetful functor from the category 
M of Mackey functors to the category of Z[ WH]-Modules. We have a functor 
which undoes the effect of evaluating at G/H. 
Definition 1.12. If V is a Z[ WH]-module, then for any b E B, the Mackey functor 
J Ci,HV is defined as 
(Jcv,V)(b):= (fel$H,bj V) WH. 
The Weyl group WH acts on each V by the given action and permutes the summands 
as it acts on (G/H, b) by precomposition. 
Note that ( JGIH V)( G/ H) = V, via the map Og : V + (CD,, wH V) WH. Moreover, 
J G,HV is H-determined. 
For any Al E M, it is natural to compare ~!4 and JGIH(A( G/ H)), and therefore, 
we define a map h,:A(b)+ J,,,(.A(G/H))(b), for any bE B, by 
Ah:&(b) = 
( 
0 A(GIH) WH. 
fc<G/H,h) > 
In general, the maps hb need not fit together to form a map A : Al * JG,H(A( G/ H)) 
of Mackey functors. However, if Al is H-determined, then A is a map of Mackey 
functors and further it is an isomorphism. In fact, the map A : A -+ JG,H(.A( G/H)) 
and the isomorphism JG,H V( G/ H) -+ V are respectively the unit and counit of an 
adjunction between the functor JG, H and the restriction of the functor “the evaluation 
at G/H” to H-determined Mackey functors. The two functors form a natural 
equivalence between the category of E[ WH]-Modules and the category of 
H-determined Mackey functors. 
Using the functor J, we can recover not only an H-determined Mackey functor 
field from its value at G/H, but also its modules. This result follows from the 
proposition below which gives a correspondence of pairings in the category of 
H-determined Mackey functors and in the category of Z[ WH]-Modules. 
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Proposition 1.13. If U, V and X are Z[ WH]-modules, then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the Mackey functor pairings JGIH UO JGIH V -+ JG,uX and 
WH-maps LJ 0 V --+ X, where WH acts diagonally on U 0 V. 
As a corollary to the above proposition, we have the following correspondence. 
Corollary 1.14. Jo/H induces a one-to-one correspondence (up to isomorphism) between 
H-determined Mackey functor rings and pairs (S, 0), where S is an ordinary ring and 
f3 : WH -+ Am(S) is a representation of WH in the group of ring automorphisms of S. 
Also for any pair (S, (I), where 13 : WH + Aut(S), the H-determined Mackey functor 
modules over Jcl H (S) correspond exactly to pairs ( V, [), where V is a Z[ WH] -module 
and 5: SO V + V is a map of Z[ WH]-modules. 
Property (3) of a Mackey functor field 9 given in Remark 1.7 implies that for 
x, y E 9( G/H), there is w E WH such that x(wy) # 0 in 9( G/H). Recall that 
9(G/H) is a ring and it determines 9 completely. The following proposition 
describes rings which share the property of 9( G/ H) described above. 
Proposition 1.15. Let S be a commutative ring with unit and W be afinite group which 
acts on S (not necessarily eflectively) by ring automorphisms in such a way that for 
any pair of non-zero elements x and y in S, there is a w E W with x( wy) # 0. Let S w 
be the subring of S consisting of the elements of S fixed by W. 
(1)The subring S w is an integral domain. Moreover, S can be written as a jinite 
product Hz=, S, of rings S, such that Si is isomorphic to S, for all i and j, and there are 
no non-trivial idempotents in S,. 
(2) Let W, be the subgroup of W consisting of those w E W for which wS, c S,. 
Then the action of W, on S, satifies the hypothesis of this proposition and the ring SF 
of W, -invariant elements of S, is isomorphic to S “. Further, if S,“l= S w is a field and 
K is the kernel of the action of W, on S1, then S, is a normal separable field extension 
of SlwI with Galois group W,/ K. 
Another way to understand this proposition is to think of S, as a representation 
of W, over S,” =S”. The ring S is then the induced W-representation indz, S, 
with a suitable ring structure. As a corollary to this proposition we introduce the 
following result on the structure of a module over the ring S. 
Corollary 1.16. If S is a ring with S = ind z, S, and if M is an S and W-module as in 
Corollary 1.14, then M = ind K, M,, where M, is the submodule S, M of M. 
Now, consider a Mackey functor field 9 and let S, W, S,, W, in Proposition 1.15 
correspond respectively to %(G/H), WH, 9,(G/H), W. Then, we see that 9 is 
completely determined by the W-module 9,( G/ H), and since 9( 1) = F( G/ H) wH 
is a field, computing 9 is an exercise in Galois theory. 
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If S is a ring with WH action and SwH is a field, then in general JGIH(S) need 
not be a field. The following proposition provides the extra property that S needs 
SO that JG/H(S) is a Mackey functor field. The extra condition ensures that JGIH(S) 
has property (2) of Remark 1.7. 
Proposition 1.17. Let 9 be an H-determined Mackey finctor such that 9( 1) is afield. 
Then 9 is a Mackey functor field if and only if the characteristic of 9(l) does not 
divide the order of the kernel K of the action of W on 9,( G/ H). 
2. A characterization of minimal mod p Mackey functor fields 
Our interest lies in Mackey functor fields which are the analogues of the finite 
fields in the ordinary theory. Given a Mackey functor field 9, we know that 9(l) 
is an ordinary field. Consequently, we define the following class of Mackey functor 
fields. 
Definition 2.1. A Mackey functor field 9 for which 9( 1) is a finite field of characteris- 
tic p is called a mod p Mackey functorfield. 
Note that if 9 is a mod p Mackey functor field with characteristic subgroup H, 
then Propositions 1.15 and 1.17 together give a description of the WH-module 
structure of 9( G/ H). Furthermore, since any Mackey functor field is H-determined, 
given a description of the WH-module 9( G/ H), Corollary 1.14 suggests a way to 
describe 9 explicitly via the functor JGIH. 
If 9 is a Mackey functor subfield of a Mackey functor field %‘I’, we denote this 
inclusion by 9 < 9’. We like to characterize the mod p Mackey functor fields 9 
which are minimal with respect to this inclusion. In order to achieve this characteri- 
zation, we think of an H-determined mod p Mackey functor field as being described 
by a subgroup W of WH, a finite field F of characteristic p, and a homomorphism 
of W into Gal(F, E/p). The image of W in Gal(F, Z/p) is the Galois group 
Gal(F, FW), so we have a short exact sequence 
l-+K+ W+Gal(F,FW)-+l 
and we know that K has order prime to p. 
Proposition 2.2. An H-determined mod p Mackey functor field 9 is minimal if and 
only if all the following conditions hold: 
(1) FW =UP, 
(2) Gal( F, Z/p) = h/p” for some n 2 0, 
(3) the homomorphism W + Gal( F, h/p) cannot be extended to a homomorphism 
/I : W’+ Gal( F, Z/p), where W’ is a larger subgroup of WH in such a way that the 
kernel of /3 has order prime to p. 
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Proof. Given an H-determined mod p Mackey functor field 9 with associated finite 
field F and short exact sequence 1 --+ K - W + Gal(F, FW) - 1, let J be the 
p-Sylow subgroup of Gal( F, FW). The group Gal( F, FW) is cyclic, so there is a 
finite field F’ contained in F such that Gal( F’, Z/p) = J. Let K’ be the kernel of 
the composite (Y : W + Gal( F, FW) -+ J. Then the order of K’ is prime to p, so the 
finite field F’ and the sequence 1 -+ K’ * W -+ J + 1 determine a Mackey functor 
field 9 that is contained in 9. If either F w f Z/p or Gal( F, Z/p) is not a cyclic p 
group, then 9’ is a proper subfield of 9. Otherwise, 9 = .Y and K = K’. Supposing 
that there is a subgroup W’ of WH containing W and an extension p : W’ + J of 
cu:W-+J whose kernel K” has order prime to p, then F’ and the sequence 
1 + Ku -j W’ + J + 1 determine a Mackey functor field 9” < 9’. Thus, conditions 
(l)-(3) are necessary for 9 to be minimal. 
On the other hand, let 9’ and 9 be H-determined mod p Mackey functor fields 
with associated finite fields F’ and F, and associated sequences 
l-+ K’+ W’-t Gal(F’, (F’)W)+ I 
and 
l+K+ W-tGal(F,FW)-zl 
If Y is a Mackey functor subfield of 9 and F w = Z/p, then we have (F’) w’ = Z/p, 
F’ a subfield of F, and [ W] WH < [ W’] wH. In fact, W’ can be chosen so that W is 
a subgroup of W’. Now, if 9 satisfies the conditions (2) and (3), then we must have 
W’ = W and Gal( F’, Z/p) = Gal( F, Z/p), via the fact that p is prime to [K’f. Thus, 
F=F’and 9’=%. 0 
Remark 2.3. Note that if 9 is e-characteristic so that WH = G, then 9 can be 
characterized as one of the following: 
(1) The group W/K = {e} and 9( G/{e}) = ind$ Z/p. Recall that, if G = W = K, 
then p may not divide the order of G. 
(2) The group W/K = Z/p” and 9(G/{e}) = ind$, GF(pP”). The W/K action 
on GF(pP”) is given by the action of the Galois group and G acts on the indices 
via permutations. 
3. Equivariant ordinary cohomology/homology theories 
Equivariant RO( G)-graded ordinary cohomology and homology theories which 
take values in the category of Mackey functors are constructed in [7,8] based on 
the equivariant stable category introduced in [8]. This section gives a review of 
RO( G)-graded ordinary cohomology/homology theories based on [8], and employs 
a slightly modified version of results from [lo, 141 to describe the computation of 
equivariant cohomology/homology with H-determined coefficients. 
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In our work, we assume that all equivariant spectra are indexed on a complete 
universe. The equivariant G-stable category indexed on the universe U is denoted 
by hGYU. It is a closed category with respect to the smash product (A). As in the 
non-equivariant case, the equivariant G-stable category is equivalent to the category 
of cohomology theories on G-spectra. The Burnside category defined in Section 1 
is isomorphic to a full subcategory of hGYU. This isomorphism takes a finite G-set 
a E B to 2”a+, where a+ is the union of the discrete space a and a G trivial disjoint 
point. Under this isomorphism, a restriction map f: a + b in B goes to 
.X"f: Ev‘a+ -+ I’“b+ and a transfer map t : G/H -+ G/K in B goes to the transfer 
associated with the covering space G/K + G/H. Furthermore, the biproduct (+) 
and Cartesian product (x) operations correspond respectively to wedge (v) and 
smash (A) products. As a consequence of this isomorphism, we see that any 
representable equivariant cohomology/homology theory is Mackey functor valued. 
In fact, if 0, E are G-spectra, then [D, EIG can be regarded as a Mackey functor 
with values [ 0, EIG( a) = [Iu7u+ A D, EIG for each a E B, and we have the following 
definition. 
Definition 3.1. (1) If E is a G-spectrum, then E-cohomology and E-homology of a 
G-space X and a G-spectrum D are given by 
E*(X) = [ZmX, X*EIG and E,(X) = [S*, Z”X A EIG, 
E*(D) = [D, Z*E], and E,(D) = [S*, D A EIG, 
where * E RO( G). 
(2) For any subgroup K < G, G-spectrum E, and *E RO(G), T:(E) is the 
homology theory associated to the sphere spectrum S. 
Throughout this paper, we choose to use the reduced cohomology/homology of 
spaces. We also adopt the convention that an underbar indicates Mackey functor 
valued cohomology/homology. Otherwise, we intend that the cohomology/ 
homology in question be abelian group valued. 
Associated to any Mackey functor .4 there is an Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum 
HA (see [7]). Another type of G-spectra of interest are the G-spectra concentrated 
over H. For H < G, a G-spectrum E concentrated over H is one for which T:(E) # 0 
if and only if K contains H up to conjugacy. We are especially interested in 
G-spectra concentrated over H when H 4 G, since these are equivalent to the 
WH-spectra. To describe this equivalence, we need the following. 
Definition 3.2. (1) A family 23 in G is a set of subgroups which is closed under 
conjugation and passage to subgroups. 
(2) An unbased G-space is a Y-space if the isotropy group of each of its points 
is in 3; a based G-space is a %-space if the isotropy group of each of its points 
other than the base point is in 9. 
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(3) A Y-space ES is universal, if for any Y-CW complex X, there is a unique 
homotopy class of G-maps X + E% 
The following result will be needed in subsequent discussions (see Chapter II in 
[Sl). 
Proposition 3.3. If H 4 G, then for any G-space X and G-spectrum D concentrated 
over H, the map XH A D + X A D is an equivalence. 
Suppose that H 4 G, and let 9 specifically be the family of all subgroups of G 
not containing H. Let E be a G-spectrum in KG5f’U. Recall from [8] that the H-fixed 
point spectrum E H is a WH-spectrum in t?WH.Y’( U”). Also, define _&? by the 
cofibre sequence E@ s So A I%, where p projects all of EC?? to the non-base point 
of So. Then, we have the following adjunction (see 11.9.2 and 11.9.6 in [S]). 
Proposition 3.4. If H 4 G, then for any G-spectrum D concentrated over H, and any 
G-spectrum E, there is an isomorphism 
[E, D]GI.[(I?YA E)H, DH]WH. 
Next we define a specific functor that we need for our latter work. 
Definition 3.5. For H 4 G and any G-spectra E, we define the functor +H from 
the G-stable category into the WH-stable category as +H(E) = (I% A E)H. 
This functor has the following properties: 
Proposition 3.6. Suppose H is normal in G. 
(1) For any G-space X, c$“(Z”X) = 2”XH. 
(2) For any G-spectrum D concentrated over H, c$~(D) = DH. 
(3) For any two G-spectra E,, El, we have r$H(E, A E2) =(I#J~(E,)) A (@H(EZ)). 
Remark 3.7. Let % be an H-determined Mackey functor ring and Ju be a Mackey 
functor module over 6%. Then the Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HA is concen- 
trated over H. If H a G, then +“( HA) = (HJ%)~. By computation of its homotopy 
groups, we see that ( HJtz)H = H(&*A), where e*JU is the e-characteristic WH- 
Mackey functor JwHlle) Jll (G/ H) obtained from ~?4 via the projection F : G -+ WH. 
Since WwH {e}= WH, Ad(G/H) does have the W,,(e)-action required to define 
-&vH,,&Z(G/H). 
There are the universal coefficient theorem and the Kiinneth theorems for 
equivariant ordinary homology and cohomology [9]. In our work these theorems 
will be employed only for Mackey functor field coefficients, where there are no Tor 
or Ext terms. For any Mackey functor .4l, let mFP(.4, 9) denote the Mackey 
functor of right 9 maps from & to 9. The universal coefficient theorem asserts the 
following. 
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Theorem 3.8. For any G-spectrum D, a E RO(G), and any Mackey functor field 5, 
the natural maps 
H”(D; 9)-&,,(H,(D; S), 9) - 
and 
are isomorphisms. 
On the other hand, the Kiinneth theorems assert the following. 
Theorem 3.9. For G-spectra D and E, n E Z, and any CY, B E RO( G), the natural maps 
and 
are isomorphisms. 
Note that the usual finite type assumptions are required for the cohomology 
results. These assumptions will be satisfied by all the spectra we consider. In the 
following sections, the universal coefficient theorem will be abbreviated as UCT 
and the isomorphisms of the universal coefficient theorem and the Kiinneth theorem 
will be respectively denoted by C and K. 
Let H be a subgroup of G, 3 be an H-determined Mackey functor ring, and Al 
be a Mackey functor module over 2. In the following we want to compute the 
RO( G)-graded Mackey functors H*( E; .A) and H,( E; Al) for any G-spectrum E 
[lo, 141. This will be done basically by reducing the computations in equivariant 
cohomology and homology to those in non-equivariant theory. In particular, we 
reduce the RO(G)-grading to integer grading. The following will be necessary for 
this reduction. 
Definition 3.10. (1) For any G-representation V, let dH( V) = dim VH and for any 
cy= V-W in RO(G), let dH(a)=dH(V)-dH(W). 
(2) For any G-representation V, let (T~( V) denote the WH-module 
Hd,,( v)(Sv”; Z)-Z. If WE WH, let w:S”’ + Sv” denote the action of w on S”’ 
obtained by the restriction of the G-action on S” and let deg u’ be the degree of 
w. The action of an element w E WH on vH ( V) is such that for any n E (TV ( V), 
wn=(degx)n. Foranycu=V- W~Ro(G),let (T~(LY)=(T~(V)O(T~(W). 
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(3) For any Mackey functor A and LY E RO( G), let the Mackey functor A” be 
defined as A” = A! q JG,H(~H(~)). Note that, for any Mackey functor modules A 
and N over 9? and any cr, p E RO( G), A” 0 KP = (A 0 A”),+‘. 
Using this definition, our reduction is given below. 
Proposition 3.11. Let C??. be an H-determined, G/H-projective Mackey functor ring, A 
be a Mackey functor module over 3, E be any G-spectrum, and (Y E RO(G). Let 
n = dn (a). Then the Mackey functors H* (E; A) and lY, (E; A) are determined by 
a homomorphism RO(G) into Hom( WH, Z/2) and by the non-equivariant groups 
H”(+H(E);.A(G/H)) andH,,(+H(E);A(G/H)) regardedas WH-modulesviathe 
action of WH on A( G/ H) and 4 H(E). Furthermore, this determination is compatible 
with all the cohomology and homology products. 
Proof. We show that 
H”(E;A)-JG,n(H d”(“)(4H(E); A(G/H))Oou(a)), 
H,(E; A) g JG,H(H~,,(~) (dH(E); JU(GIH))@on(a)). 
Observe that the RO(G)-graded Mackey functors H*( E; A) and H,( E; A) are 
Mackey functor modules over n,(HCB.), and so are H-determined by Proposition 
1.11. Thus, it suffices to compute H*(G/H+r, E; A) and H,(G/H+A E; A). In 
particular, if we let E = S” and A = 2, then the computation of H vPd~Cv’(S”; 3) 
reduces to that of 
HV-d~(V)(G/H+; CB)=[Sd’+(“)/\ G/H+, S” A H%],. 
By the change of groups adjunction, 
[S dfi,(V)~G/H+,SV~ H.C4],=[Sd”(“),SV~ H9!],. 
By Proposition 3.3, 
[S+(“), S” A H9?], I- [Sd~(“), SVH A H%],. 
Since SVH has a trivial H-action and the dimensions of SVH and Sd~(“) agree, 
[S d”(V), S”” A H!Z], = [So, H%], = 9?( G/ H). 
The WH-action on [S d~(V) SVH A H%], is described as follows. The G-spectrum 
H.3 is an H-determined H-spectrum by restriction of the G-action and H 4 H SO 
that by Propositions 3.4 and 3.6 
[Sd”‘“’ > SVH AH%], -[&H(Sd,C(V)), c$“(S”” AH%)]{,) 
=[SdH(“), s”” A +“(H%!)](,,, 
where the groups on the right are non-equivariant horn sets. By computation of its 
homotopy groups 4 H (H%!) is the non-equivariant Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum 
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H(%(G/H)). Consequently, we need to describe the WH-action on [Sd,‘“‘, S”” A 
H( %Y (G/H))]{,). Clearly this action is the composite of the WH-action on 92 (G/H) 
and multiplication by the degree of the map w associated to the element w E WH. 
Thus, as a WH-module, [S’~J(“‘, S”” A H%], reduces to %(G/H)@u,( V). Note 
that if 1 WHI is odd, then for each w E WH, degw= 1, and for any VE RO( G), 
(TV ( V) is a trivia1 WH-module. Also note that, for any G-representation V, (TH ( V) 63 
crH ( V) is Z with a trivial WH-action. Thus, H “+‘M’ “‘( G/ H’, 3 “) = 3 (G/H). 
Let e, denote the element in H Vmdff( “‘(G/ Hf; 9? “) which corresponds to 1 E 
92( G/H). Using similar arguments as given above, we have H”H’“)~“( G/ H+; %) = 
9?( G/ H). Also defining the WH-action on [S”“, Sdhj(“) A 4” ( H9?)ljel as above, we 
conclude that Hdff(v)mv(G/H+; 3”) =%?(G/H) as WH-modules. let e_, be the 
element in Hdb(’ “‘-“( G/ H+; 3 “) that corresponds to 1 E 9( G/ H), then e, u e_, = 
ec,ue,= 1 in H”( G/ H’; 92). Now, choose a representation of CI E RO( G) as 
C Vi -C Wi where each of V, and W, are irreducible and define ev, and e-w, for 
each i and j. Let e,, = ]] e,, u ]] e_ w, E H rrmd~f(‘r’( G/ H+; 3”). Then, the composite 
where the second map corresponds to the action of 9 on /iX, is an equivalence for 
all ~2 and (Y E RO( G). The inverse of the above equivalence is 
since A” 0 %Z2” = .J&. Consequently, the multiplication by e_, induces the isomorph- 
isms of the WH-modules 
H*(G/H+A E; At)+ H d+‘( G/ H+ A E; A”), 
Hd,,dG/H+ A E; A) + H,(G/H+A E; A“). 
So far we have reduced the RO(G)-grading to integer grading together with a 
WH-action described in terms of (TV. Note that, the assignment (Y ++ (TV 
actually gives a homomorphism from the additive group RO(G) into the group 
Hom( WH, Z/2). For the final reduction, we observe that, HdfJcn)(E; A”) = - 
JG,H(H d+‘(G/ H+ A E; .A)0 x (~~(a)). Then, by applying the adjunctions of 
Proposition 3.4, and change of groups to Hd+)( G/ H+ A E; A) = 
[G/H+ A E, Sd~(“’ A HA],, we have 
[G/H+ A E, Sd~(a) A HJ@]~ I- [E, Sd~(a) A HA], 
=[$“(E), I$~(S~~~(“)A HA)]{,] 
=[c,bN(E), Sd,J(a)A (HJR)~]~+ 
Recalling Remark 3.7 on ( HJX)H, the asserted reduction on cohomology is achieved. 
The reduction on homology is obtained by applying the same arguments. The part 
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of the assertion on the cohomology/homology products follows from Proposition 
3.6. Let us remark that for E =Z”X, r$H(E) can be replaced by XH. 0 
Corollary 3.12. Suppose 5 is a Mackey functor field for which 9( G/ H) = ind z” F. 
Then, for any G-spectrum E, the RO(G)-graded Mackey jimctor H*( E; 9) is deter- - 
mined by a homomorphism RO(G) + Hom( W, Z/2) and the H-graded group 
H*( 4H (E), F). A similar statement holds for homology. 
Proof. The above proposition reduces the computation of the RO(G)-graded 
Mackey functor @*(E; 9) to that of the integer graded group 
H*(+H(E); 9(G/H)) and the computation of Hom( WH, P/2). The rest of the 
proposition follows from Corollary 1.16. Note that (TH(a) can be regarded as a 
W-module by restriction of the WH-action to W < WH and H”(E; 9) evaluated 
at G/H is indcH (H*JJ(~) (4H(E); F)@aH(a)). 0 
4. The equivariant Steenrod algebra and its dual 
Let 9 be a minimal modp Mackey functor field as described in Section 2. We 
define the RO(G)-graded equivariant Steenrod algebra and its dual respectively as 
H9*( H.9) and H9.J H9). 
By Corollary 3.12, the computations of H9*( H9) and H%.+( H9) reduce respec- 
tively to computing H*( 4H( H9); F) and H.+( cbH( H9); F) as W-modules where 
W acts both on 4H (H9) and F. The following theorem further reduces the compu- 
tation. 
Theorem 4.1. The computation of the equivariant Steenrod algebra H9*( H9) and its 
dual H9*(H%), *E RO(G) reduces to computing the W-modules HF*(HF) and 
HF,HF,*~i2,czndif[WHI IS even andp is odd, to the computation of the WH-modules 
(~~(a), a E RO(G). Furthermore, the action of H9*(H%) on H*(E; 9) can be 
computedfrom the action of HF*(HF) on H*(+H(E); F). 
Proof. Apply Corollary 3.12 to conclude that the computation of the RO( G)-graded 
functor H9*( H.9) and its dual reduce to that of H*(c$~( H.9); F) and 
H.+(4H (H9); F) where *E Z. Now the reduction asserted in the theorem follows 
from Corollary 1.16, by observing that H*(4H(H9); F) and H,(dH(H9); F) are 
both rrTT*(dH( H9)) modules. If WH is even and p is odd, then the reduction needs 
to consider the effect of the homomorphism RO( G) + Hom( WH, P/2). However 
this case can be derived easily from the reduction shown above. The part of the 
assertion that the action of H9*(H9) on H*(E; 9) reduces to that of HF*(HF) 
on H”(4H(E); F) follows by naturality. q 
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Since H9 is a ring spectrum, the equivariant Steenrod algebra H%*(H%) and 
its dual have rr.+(H%) bimodule structures. Let p and e denote the product and 
the unit of the spectrum H9. 
Definition 4.2. (1) The r,(HS)-bimodule structure of H%*(H9) in the category 
of Mackey functors is such that 
(i) The left action T*( H9) 0 HF*( H9) ---z HS.+(HS) is obtained through the 
map 
(ii) The right action H.9.J H.9) 0 n.+( H9) -+ HS.+( HS) is obtained through the 
map 
H~A H~A H.9 lnp --+H~AH~. 
(2) The n,(H9)-bimodule structure of H%*(H9) in the category of Mackey 
functors is such that 
(i) The left action T.JH.F) 0 HJF*(H.F) ---f HS*( H9) takes a E [S”, HS] and 
f~ [ H.9, I*H.F] to the composite 
(ii) The right action H$*( H9) 0 n-*( HS) + H9*( H9) is given by the com- 
posite 
[H9’,E*HS]O [S”, H~]~[H~AS”,Z*H~A HS] 
5*&L 
- [HS, E*HS]. 
Throughout our work, we will replace the homotopy groups rTT*( H.9) by 9, since 
the only part of the action of rr.J H9) on H5F.J H9) and HS*( H9) that needs to 
be considered is the action of r,,( H9). Notice that, H9*( H.9) and its dual have 
two distinct actions of rO( H9) = 9. This disagreement of %actions is unusual in 
non-equivariant work, but it must be expected in equivariant cohomology/homology. 
As a result of this, we define the following notation. 
Notation 4.3. (1) If ~!4 and B are two Mackey functor bimodules over the Mackey 
functor field 9, we let J4 JI R X denote the box product of&l and K over 9, where 
the left action of 9 is used on .& and the right action of 9 is used on JV”. Similarly, 
we let ~2 RU L JV, 4 LCl ,_ -ri, and Ju .[I1 R X be the box product of Ju and JV over 9, 
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where the subscript R or L on the left shows which action of 9 is assumed on JX 
and the subscript R or L on the right shows which action of 9 is assumed on JV. 
Note that although the right and left actions of 9 on 9 agree, in the special case 
of 9 0 JI or 5 0 9 we still choose to use the L and R subscripts to indicate that 
the box product is taken over 9. 
(2) If JZI and K are two RO(G)-graded Mackey functors, then JX q X denotes 
the RO( G)-graded Mackey functor defined as 
(./&clO)Y= @ Ju”ciJP. 
o,acRo(G) 
LY+p=v 
The symbol 0 is used for both the graded and ungraded constructions, the case of 
which will be clear from the context. The notations given in (1) still apply when & 
and X are RO(G)-graded S-bimodules. Also when we consider the box product 
of an RO(G)-graded Mackey functor _& with 9, we assume that 9 is zero in all 
non-trivial gradings. 
We regard the Mackey functors ~ti JIIR X and & RU L JY as 9-bimodules by using 
the left and right action that are not involved in the box product. For .,& RO R JV, 
there are two possible left actions, and since 9 is commutative, only one right 
action. One of the two left actions will be specified when we wish to refer to .L!Z RO R X 
as a bimodule. Similarly, A LU L K has two possible right actions and one possible 
left action. 
In general, a graded Hopf algebra is defined in the category of K-modules where 
K is a fixed commutative ring with unit [ 161. In our case, HF*( HF) and HS*( HS) 
are Mackey functor bimodules over 9 with two distinct actions. Therefore, when 
we define any Hopf algebra-like structure on H9*( HS) and H9*( H9), the right 
and left actions must be watched very carefully. To be more precise, we introduce 
the notion of a Hopfalgebroid which generalizes the structure of a Hopf algebra 
to our case. 
Definition 4.4. In the category of Mackey functors, a commutative, cotwisted Hopf 
algebroid JIX over a Mackey functor field 9 is an RO(G)-graded Mackey functor 
bimodule equipped with the following homomorphisms: 
(1) A commutative product 4 : Al q A% + Ju which is a bimodule map with respect 
to either of the left and either of the right S-structures on JG1 0 _&I. 
(2) Two units nL, nR : 9 + .A each of which are one-sided left and right S-module 
maps; the subscript indicates whether the map is a left or right module map. 
(3) A cotwisted coproduct q?: Ju + Ju ROL JZX which is a bimodule map. The 
coproduct map will usually be regarded as a collection of maps 
cld,p :Ju a+p + ./II* JIL JiY@. 
(4) A counit map E : At? + 9 which is a bimodule map. 
These homomorphisms satisfy the following conditions: 
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(i) The product and the units make the following diagrams commute: 
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(ii) The coproduct and the counit make the following diagrams commute: 
(iii) E~~=E~J~=~:F+.SF. 
(iv) If T is the twisting map, then the following diagram commutes: 
Definition 4.5. In the category of Mackey functors, a cocommutative, twisted 
algebroid ~2 over 9 is an RO( G)-graded Mackey functor bimodule equipped 
the following homomorphisms: 
Hwf 
with 
(1) A twisted multiplication 4 : A LU R At! * Al which is a bimodule map. The choice 
of LOR instead of the more natural ROL is made for consistency with conventions 
on composing maps. However the multiplication will usually be regarded as a map. 
q5:.&i?./N+“&. 
(2) A unit n : 9+ JX which is a bimodule map. 
(3) A cocommutative coproduct IJ!J :A + A RO R A which is a right module map 
with respect to the only available right module structure on JY ROR JII and a left 
module map with respect to either of the left module structures on A RO R Jl. 
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(4) A counit F : Ju + 9 which is a right module map. 
These homomorphisms satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) The product and the units make the following diagrams commute: 
(ii) The coproduct and the counit make the following diagrams commute: 
(iii) an = 1 : 9+ 9. 
(iv) If T is the twisting map, then the following diagram commutes: 
Note that in defining the cocommutative, twisted Hopf algebroid, we have chos 
the comultiplication to have the form JR + JR RUR JM, and therefore we have actua 
given the definition of a right cocommutative, twisted Hopf algebroid. The cou 
as a right module map also reflects this choice. In general, there is also the noti 
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of a left cocommutative, twisted Hopf algebroid. We define a cocommutative, twisted 
Hopf algebroid as given in order to be consistent with the choice of actions that 
appear in the universal coefficient and Kiinneth theorems. 
The dual A” of a Mackey functor F-bimodule Ju is the Mackey functor 
Hom,(& 9) of right 5 module maps from A4 to 9. The Mackey functor Al* has 
a left $-module structure coming from J!X and a right module structure coming 
from 5. More precisely, iffc A* and r E 9, a E A, then ($)(a) =f(ra) and (>)(a) = 
f(ar) = rf(a) =f(a)r. Similar to Hopf algebras, we have the following proposition 
on duality of Hopf algebroids. 
Proposition 4.6. If 9 is a Mackey functorjield and A is a Mackey functor bimodule 
over 9 of jinite type, then the dual of a commutative cotwisted Hopf ulgebroid is a 
twisted cocommututive Hopf algebroid and vice versa. 
Proof. To show that the dual of the product of one type of Hopf algebroid is the 
coproduct of the other and vice versa, we need the isomorphism 
A* IJ K” + &x(A ROR JY, 9)) 
which is adjoint to the composite 
and the isomorphism 
which is adjoint to the composite 
where E is the evaluation map and 5: JR JZIR 9- 9 is the right action of 9 on 
.A. In dualizing the product of a twisted cocommutative Hopf algebroid to get the 
coproduct on a commutative cotwisted Hopf algebroid, and also in dualizing the 
coproduct on a commutative cotwisted Hopf algebroid to get the product on a 
twisted cocommutative Hopf algebroid we need to insert a twist map. Note that the 
twist map in these cases has the form JA LO R X = K,O L AL The dual of the single 
counit of a commutative, cotwisted Hopf algebroid is the single unit of the cocommu- 
tative, twisted Hopf algebroid and vice versa. In dualizing the right unit of a 
commutative cotwisted Hopf algebroid we get a counit which is only a right 
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F-module map. The other, left-sided unit does not dualize since the dual is defined 
with respect to right module maps. The left-sided unit of the commutative cotwisted 
Hopf algebroid is obtained by specifying the image of the unit of 9 in A as that 
of the right-sided unit and using the left module structure of A. Now, the proof of 
the proposition follows by routing diagram chases from the earlier definitions and 
this information. 0 
We have the following Hopf algebroid structures on HS*(HS) and IfS.+.(H9). 
Theorem 4.7. 
(1) 7i?e commutative cotwisted Hopf algebroid structure of the n,(H9)-Mackey 
functor bimodule H%*( H%) is given through the following maps: 
(i) The commutative product C#J : H9.J Hs) 0 Hs.,+( Hs) -+ H%.+( Hs) is the 
Pontrjagin product and it is given by the composite 
[S*,H~AH~]O[S*,H~AH~]~[S*,H~AH~AH~AH~] 
(Inrnl)?: [S”, H~A H.Fr\ H~A H%] 
3 [S”, H~A H.F]. 
(ii) The units an, qL: 9+ Hs.JHs) correspond respectively to 
9-[S”,H$~So]~[So,H$~H%], 
(en1)* 
~=[S”,So/\H$]- [So, H~A HLF]. 
(iii) The twisted coproduct rC, : H$*( H$) -+ H.F*(H.F) RCIL H%.,+(H.‘F) is the 
sum of the composites 
[S a+P, H$ A H.F] = [ SatP, H$ A So A H%] 
(‘he*‘); [Sa+e, HFA H.FA H.F] 
“-1, @ [,a+, , H~A HFF] ROL [SO-“, H~A H5] 
L [S”, H~A H%] ROL [Se, H.FA Hs], 
where K is the isomorphism of the equivariant Kiinneth theorem (2) given 
in Theorem 3.9 and T is the projection onto a summand. 
(iv) The counit F : H$.+( Hs) + 9 corresponds to the bimodule map 
[So, HTFA H%] 2 [So, H9]. 
(2) The twisted cocommutative Hopf algebroid structure of the rr*(H.F) Mackey 
functor bimodule H%*( H%) is given through the following maps: 
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(i) Theproduct&*:H.F*(H%) LORHg*(H%)-+ Hs*(H9) isthecomposi- 
tion map. Zff~ [H%, XaHs] and gE [Hs, E’pHs], then 4*(fU g) = 
(TLOf). g, which will be denoted simply by f g suppressing the suspension. 
(ii) 77re unit 7 * : 9 + Hs*( HF) is the bimodule map taking e E [So, Hs] to 
l,,F~[H9, Hs]. 
(iii) The cocommutativeproduct q!r” : HLF*( H5F) -+ H9*( H5) n0 R Hs*( H%) 
is the sum of the composites 
~[H~,,~H~].U,[H~,,~H~] 
where K is the isomorphism of the Kiinneth theorem given in Theorem 3.9 
(2) and T is projection onto a summand. 
(iv) The counit F* : HLF*( Hs) + 9 is the right s-module map 
[ H5, H9] 5 [So, Hs] 
induced by e : So --$ HT. 
The Hopf algebroid structures on H%*(Hs) and Hs*(Hs) have the expected 
duality relation. 
Theorem 4.8. As Hopf algebroids, the equivariant Steenrod algebra Hs*(Hs) is 
isomorphic to the dual of HZF*( H9) and conversely. 
Proof. To prove that the isomorphisms of UCT given as 
C,: H”(H9; %)+Hom,(H,(HS; s), no(H5)) 
= Horn,,, He( H9; s), 9), 
C,: H,(H$; 9)+ m,(H”(Hs; 5)) n,(H%)) 
= ms(H”(H9; s), 9) 
are isomorphisms of Hopf algebroids, it suffices to show the assertion only for Cr. 
The fact that C, is an .F-bimodule and .F-algebra map in the category of Mackey 
functors follows from the work of Boardman (see Lemma 6.1 in [5]) with simple 
modifications. Since it is trivial to see the correspondence of the right unit of 
H@*( Hs) to the counit of H9*( H%), we need only to show that the dual of the 
product on H.‘F*(H$) is the coproduct on H9*(H5). However, recalling the 
isomorphism of Kiinneth theorem given as 
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the commutativity of the diagram relating the dual of the Pontrjagin product on 
Hs*(H9) to the coproduct on H9*(H$) via the isomorphism C, can be easily 
checked. q 
Recall that, for a G-space X, the action A of H9*( H9) on W*(X; 9) is defined 
as A(fO x)= (E*f)x where x:X --$I*H% and f:H$-+ 1*H9. Note that 
H9*(X) is a right r”(H%) = 9 module via p. 
Theorem 4.9. The Cartan formula is valid for the equivariant Steenrod algebra. 
Proof. Verifying the equivariant Cartan formula amounts to show the commutativity 
of the diagram 
HP(HtF) 0 HP’(X) 0 H@(X) ‘*010? HZ-“(H9) 0 HF”(H9) 0 H.F”(X)O H@(X) 
I 
IOU 
I 
1or’o1 
HF(H9) 0 HP+“(X) H9--y-“(HS)0 HF(X)O HF’(H9)R H@(X) 
I 
A 
I 
AOA 
HS”+P+Y(X) c ” H$C”+Y-“(X) q H$““+fl(X) 
where 0 = RCiR and A denotes the action of H9*(H9) on H9*(X). The proof of 
the commutativity of this diagram is identical with that given in the non-equivariant 
case. q 
To complete our descriptions of the Hopf algebroid structures on H9*( H.9) and 
H9*(H9), we must show that they are determined by the analogous structures on 
HF*(HF) and HF,(HF) via Corollary 3.12. 
Proposition 4.10. The Hopf algebroid structures on the equivariant Steenrod algebra 
H9*(H%) and its dual are derivable from those of HF*( HF) and its dual. 
Proof. The proof of this assertion follows from the fact that FN[ G, H&) is a model 
for the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum H9, where F,[G, -) is the change of group 
functor discussed in II Section 4 of [S]. Here, N< NH is the inverse image of 
WC WH associated to 9 under the projection map and 4= JNIH F, where F is 
the finite field associated to 9. For the details of this proof, we refer the reader to 
r91. q 
5. HF*(HF) and HF*(EZF) 
This section is devoted to relating the Hopf algebroid structures on HF*(HF) 
and HF,(HF), hereafter denoted by a* and a,, to the ones on A*OHom( F, F) 
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and A,@ F@ F, where A* is the mod p Steenrod algebra and A, is its dual. Hopf 
algebroid structures on a* and a, are special cases of the usual ones known to exist 
on E*(E) and E,(E) for any spectrum E having suitable universal coefficient and 
Kiinneth theorems [2, 5, 181. The definitions of these structures and their duality 
are identical to the definitions and duality for H9*( H9) and H%.+( 179) in the last 
chapter, provided that 0 and Hom,$( , ) are replaced by 0 and Horn,,, , ) and the 
grading is taken to be h grading instead of an RO(G)-grading. Note that Horn,,, , ) 
still represents the set of F-maps between right F-modules. The subscripts L and 
R on 0, like the corresponding subscripts on 0 in the previous section, indicate a 
tensor product over F of F-bimodules and specify which module structures are to 
be used. No subscripts on 0 and Hom( , ) indicate of tensor products and morphism 
sets over H/p. The H/p-Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum is denoted by H. The 
homotopy group n,,( HF) is identified with F. The products and units for the ring 
spectra X, HF, and H will be denoted by pLx, p, pP and e,, e, e,,. Also, m : FO F - F 
and n : Z/p L, F denote the product and unit of F over Z/p. For any Hopf algebra 
or algebroid, 7, nL, nR, 4, F, I/I denote the unit, left unit, right unit, product, counit, 
and coproduct. The map T denotes the twisting map. 
Definition 5.1. We assign FO F the diagonal W-action. The right F-action on FO F 
is given by the obvious action on F on the right factor F, and the left F-action is 
given by the action of F on the left factor F. 
The F-bimodule FO F is a trivially graded commutative, cotwisted Hopf algebroid 
in the category of W-modules. Its structure maps are 
(I) The product 
lS3TO1 m@m 
qb,:(FOF)O(FOF)- (F@F)@(F@F)- F@F. 
The product is an F-bimodule map with respect to either left and either right 
action on (F@F)@(F@F). 
(2) Left, right units 
(3) The twisted coproduct 
JIF:FEJF@@~/p@F~ lc3)m@l FOFOF -(FOF) &L(FOF). 
The coproduct is a bimodule map with respect to the standard bimodule 
structure on (FO F) R@L (FO F) (see Notation 4.3). 
(4) The counit 
F~:F@F+ m F. 
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Definition 5.2. Regard Hom(F, F), as a W-module with the conjugation action. If 
a, x E F, then the right F-action on Hom( F, F) is given by (fu)(x) =f(x)a and the 
left F-action on Hom( F, F) is given by (uf)(x) =f(ax). 
The F-bimodule Hom(F, F) is a trivially graded twisted cocommutative Hopf 
algebroid in the category of W-modules. Its structure maps are: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
The twisted product 
4:: Hom(F, F) L@R Hom( F, F) + Hom(F, F) 
is given by the composition map. 
The unit 
7:: F-+ Hom(F, F) 
which is the unique F-bimodule map taking 1 E F to lF E Hom( F, F) 
The cocommutative coproduct 
m* $$ : Hom( F, F) ---+ Hom( FO F, F) = Hom( F, F) R@R Hom( F, F). 
Here the isomorphism is the inverse to the composite 
@ Hom( F, F) R@R Hom( F, F) - Hom( F@ F, F,@, F) 
3 Hom( FO F, F). 
The coproduct is a bimodule map with respect to the unique right action of 
F and either left action of F on Hom(F, F) R@R Hom(F, F). 
The counit 
F:: Hom( F, F) 2 Hom(Z/p, F) = F. 
The counit is a right F-module map. 
Assign to A,@ FO F and A*@Hom( F, F), the F-bimodule structures and 
W-actions coming from F@F and Hom(F, F). Regard A,@FOF and A*@ 
Hom( F, F) as Hopf algebroids over F by taking the tensor product of the standard 
Hopf algebra structures on A, and A*, and the previously defined Hopf algebroid 
structures on F@ F and Hom( F, F). These descriptions of HF,( HF) and HF*( HF) 
are given by the following result. 
Theorem 5.3. (1) The UCTprovides W-equivuriunt isomorphisms of the Hopf ulgebroids 
a, = HF,(HF) = F@ FOA, 
and 
a* = HF*(HF) = Hom(F, F)OA*. 
(2) The Curtun formula holds for the generalized Steenrod algebra a” and the only 
relations in u* are given by the Adem relations applied via the isomorphism a” g 
Hom(F, F)@A*. 
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For the proof of this theorem we assume the structures on a, = HF,( HF), and 
a” = HF*(HF) and the duality relation between them as given in [2,5, 181. We let 
i : H -+ HF denote the ring spectrum map induced from the inclusion 7 : Z/p q F. 
From the map i, we obtain left and right action maps, p( i A 1) and p( 1 A i), of H 
on HF; we denote both of these by 5. 
Definition 5.4. The UCT isomorphism of HF,( HF) with FOFOA, is given by 
the composite 
C,: FOFOA, = [So, HF]O[S”, HF]O[S*, HA H] 
IOT 
- [So, HF]O[S*, HA H]@[S’, HF] 
A [S”, HF A H A H A HF] 
a [So, HF A HF]. 
In order to give a similar definition for the UCT isomorphism of a”, let F* denote 
the Z/p-dual of E Note that if we identify F with H,( HF) = HF,( H), then F* can 
be geometrically realized as [ HF, H] I- Hom( Ho( HF), Z/p). Let y : F*O 
F -+ Hom(F, F) be the isomorphism defined as r(f@a) = uf; for a E F and f~ F*. 
If {ei} is a basis for F and {p,} is the dual basis for F”, then 2 p;@e, corresponds 
to the identity map lF E Hom( F, F). We also use {et} and {p,} to denote the 
corresponding bases for [So, HF] and [ HF, H]. 
Definition 5.5. The isomorphism of HF*( HF) with Hom( F, F)@ A* is given by the 
composite 
Cz:[HF,Z*HF] cm’ - [HF, E*H]@[S’, HF] 
z Hom([S*, HA HF],Z/p)O[S’, HF] 
C*Ol 
- Hom([S*, HA H]O[S’, HF], Z/p)O[S’, HF] 
= Hom([S*, HA H], H/p)OHom([S’, HF],Z/p)OIS”, HF] 
- [H, E*H]OHom([S’, HF], Z/p)O[S’, HF] 
= A*@F*@F 
= Hom(F, F)@A*. 
In the above composite, C” : Hom( H.J HF), Z/p) + Hom(A,O F, Z/p) corre- 
sponds to precomposition by the isomorphism of the UCT from A,O[S’, HF] to 
H,( HF) = HF,( H). 
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Remark 5.6. The UCT isomorphisms C, and C, are W-maps. 
Lemma 5.7. The inverse of the UCT isomorphism C2 : HF*( HF) + Hom( F, F)O A" 
is given by the composite 
C,‘:[HF, H]O[H, E*H]O[S”, Hlqi’l- [HF, _x‘*H]OISO, HF] 
c‘ [ HF, I”HF], 
where 5: [HF, H]O[H, I*H] * [HF, E*H] is the composition map. 
Proof. To prove this lemma, we need to show the commutativity of the following 
diagram: 
[HF, I*H] 
c 
’ Hom([S*, H A HF], Z/p) 
I 
i 
I 
C* 
[HF, H]o[H,I*Hl Hom([S*, H A H]O[S’, HF], Z/p) 
I 
T 
1‘ 
z 
[H,_.x*H]@[HF, H] 3 Hom([S*, HA HI, Z/p)OHom([S”, HFI, Z/p) 
Let us pick f E [S’, H A H], k” E [H, E’H], p E [HF, H] and a E [So, HF]. To verify 
the commutativity of this diagram, we must show that 
/+,(I A k*)(l AP)(t A t)(f A a) = /+(cL,, A I)(1 A k” AP)(f A a), (1) 
are maps from S’ A So to 2 ‘H. Both maps in (1) are zero unless r = s, so assume 
that r = s. Since HF is wedge of p”-copies of H, where p” corresponds to the degree 
of the extension of F over Z/p, we have pt = pLp( 1 A p). Thus, (1) reduces to 
&,(l A k*)(l A /-+)(fAPa) = I-$(/+ A l)(l A k” A l)(fAPa). 
Note that pa is an element in [So, H] and we can assume that pa = 7 : So * H. With 
this assumption and the associativity of the product p,,: H A H + H, the equality 
of (1) becomes obvious. 0 
The key idea in verifying Theorem 5.3 is the fact that F@ F and A, are W-invariant 
subobjects of a,. Similarly, Hom( F, F) and A* are W-invariant subobjects of a*. 
By the identification of F with [So, HF], it is clear that F@F is a, = HF,(HF). 
Also identifying [ HF, HI@ [ So, HF] with F*@ F and applying y : F*O F + 
Hom(F, F), it follows that Hom(F, F) corresponds to u” = HF”( HF). Since the 
Hopf algebroid structures of a, and a* are graded on the non-negative integers, 
the zero dimensional parts a, and u” are trivially W-invariant sub Hopf algebroids. 
In fact, the Hopf algebroid structures of FO F and Hom( F, F) are defined so that 
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the inclusions i,: FOF - a, and i,: Hom(F, F) + a” are maps of Hopf algebroids 
in the category of W-modules. The inclusions of the Z/p-Hopf algebras A, and A* 
into a, and a* are defined as follows. 
Definition 5.8. (1) The inclusion of A, into a, is the composite 
I’ 
i,:A,- F@F@A,L a,, 
where if kEA*, i’(k)=eOeOk in [S”, HF]O[S’, HF]O[S*, H A H]. 
(2) The inclusion of A* into a” is the composite 
i" 
&:A*- F*@F@A* % a*, 
where if k* E A*, i”( k*) = (1 p, 0 ej)@ k * in [HF, H]O[SO, HF]O[H, I*H]. 
Note that the inclusions i,, are trivially W-maps. 
Lemma 5.9. The inclusions of the Hopf algebras A, and A* into a, and a* are maps 
of Hopf algebroids, in the category of W-modules, in the sense that the following 
diagrams commute. 
(1) The unit diagrams 
9 1. ‘I’ 
F --% a, 
(2) The counit diagrams 
A, Fi’ UP 
F F* 
a, ---+ F a* ---+ F 
(3) The product diagrams 
A,@A, J,,, A 
i 
‘,& [,, 
h 
a,Oa, - a* 
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(4) The coproduct diagrams 
A, -& A,OA, A” *: , A*@A” 
ii 
P 
1. 
‘P @ 5 
i 
‘I’ 
I 
i,,O i,, 
3 
a* - a,Oa, a* L a*@a” 
Proof. The commutativity of the above diagrams can be easily verified via 
Definition 5.8. 0 
These inclusions provide us the following embeddings from F@ FOA, into a, 
and Hom(F, F)OA* into a”. 
Definition 5.10. (1) Let i, : F@F@A, -+ a, be defined as the composite 
FOFOA, 
$0 ip 
- a,Oa 
4 
* - a,. 
(2) Let i2: Hom(F, F)@ A* + a* be defined as the composite 
45* 
Hom(F, F)@A* 3 a*@~* - a*. 
Lemma 5.11. 7’he inclusions i, and i2 of Dejinition 5.10 are maps of Hopf algebroids. 
Proof. To show that i, is an algebroid map, it is sufficient to show that the images 
of A, and FO F commute in a,, and similarly for i2. The commutativity of the 
images of F@ F and A, in a, is obvious. To show the commutativity of the i,-images 
of Hom(F, F) and A*, let p,. and e, be any two generators of [ HF, H] and [So, HF]. 
To verify the commutativity condition for this case, it suffices to show that 
the images of k*E A* and p,O e, E [ HF, HI@ [ So, HF] commute in a*. Since 
io( p,O e,) = [( pr A e,) and i,( k”) = C t( k*p, A ei) in a”, we need to show that 
5(~~ne,).C~(k*pi~e,)=C5(k*pi~e,). t(P,Ae,). 
This equality is valid since both sides are equal to [(k*p, A e,<). 
To show that i, is a coalgebra map, we consider diagram (iv) of Definition 4.4, 
with J% replaced by a, and 0 replaced by 0. Adjoining the row 
FOFOA, = (FOF) ,@L (FOF)O(A,@A,) 
= (FOFOA,) R@L (FOFOA,), 
to the top of this diagram by the maps i,@ iP and (i,@ i,)@ (i,O i,,), provides the 
diagram which asserts that i, is a coalgebra map. 
The fact that i, is a coalgebra map is obtained in the same way by adjoining to 
the top of diagram (iv) of Definition 4.5, the row 
Hom(F, F)@A* “@” - Hom(F, F) ROR Hom(F, F)O(A*OA*) 
2 (Hom(F, F)OA*) RC3R (Hom(F, F)@A*). 0 
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Lemma 5.12. The UCT isomorphism C, equals the map i, and the inverse of the UCT 
isomorphism CT’, equals the map i,. 
Proof. The equivalence of C, to i, follows from the commutativity of the diagram, 
anknb 
s~*s”As*=s*=s”*s*r\s~ - HFAHAHAHF 
I 
anhnh 
I 
En: 
HFAHFAHAH HFAHF 
I 
Ihlhi*hc,+ 
HFAHFAHFAHF 
Ini-Al 
+ HFAHFAHFAHF. 
To see the equivalence of i2 and C;‘, we need to show that 
5(k*p * a) = 5(p A a) . C 5(k*p, A e,>. 
To verify this equality, it suffices to check it on a generator pr@ey instead of an 
arbitrary element p 0 a E [ HF, H] 0 [So, HF]. Then clearly, 5(k*p, A e,) = 
5(pIAe,).C5(k”p;Aei). cl 
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